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Introduction

Sickle cell disease (SCD) is an inherited blood disorder that affects ∼100,000

Americans (1, 2). In SCD, red blood cells (RBC) containing aberrant sickle hemoglobin

(HgbS) become sickle-shaped at low oxygen tension and stick together leading to

obstructed blood flow. The resulting decrease in tissue oxygenation causes chronic

complications such as vasculo-occlusive pain crises among others that require frequent

hospitalizations (3). Chronic RBC transfusions play a prominent role in the treatment

of this disease by improving oxygenation through addition of normal RBC and dilution

of RBC containing HgbS (4, 5). However, the major disadvantage of management with

simple transfusion is the introduction of excess iron into the body which outpaces

dedicated mechanisms for iron removal. Thus, over the course of the disease, excess iron

is deposited into multiple organs causing organ damage leading to eventual organ failure.

By contrast, automated red cell exchange (RCE) is an alternative therapeutic approach

that exchanges the patient’s sickle RBC with normal RBC reducing the sickle cell RBC

more efficiently while being iron neutral (6). Despite the apparent advantage of RCE

(7) and inclusion in current management recommendations (8), its benefits for patients

with iron overload remains controversial. In this study we examined if RCE improved

long-term survival for SCD patients with iron overload treated at our institution.

Methods

The records of patients enrolled in the chronic RCE program at our institution,

a tertiary academic medical center, were reviewed to identify patients treated for

iron overload over a 2-year period. For each identified patient, multiple parameters

were noted and followed including number of RCEs, procedure frequency, program

adherence, pre- and post-procedural hematocrit and HgbS, serum ferritin, RBC units

used in the exchange, and length of enrollment within the program. Study was approved

by our institutional review board.
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TABLE 1 Demographics and RCE parameters of study cohort.

Age Gender Ht/wt

(cm/Kg)

Pre-Hct

(%)

Target Hct

(%)

Pre-HgbS

(%)

Target

HgbS (%)

Ferritin

(8-150

µg/L)

Units/RCE Frequency Duration in

program

62 F 162.6/56.2 20 (18–22) 28 15 (14–20) 10 (8–10) 5800 4 4 wks. 14 months

67 F 160/50.3 26 (23–33) 28 2 (1–2) 1 5580 4–5 4 wks. 2 months

30 M 190.5/110.7 23 (19–25) 28 10 (9–13) 5 (3–5) 3435 6–7 4–5 wks. 16 months

40 F 162.6/67.6 30 (26–33) 28 20 (19–22) 10 (9–15) 2941 5 4 wks. 7 months

35 M 162.6/58.1 20 (16–22) 28 5 (5–7) 3 (1–4) 8060 4 4 wks. 19 months

31 M 180.0/71.0 21 (20–22) 28 5 (4–8) 2 (2–4) 4740 4–5 4 wks. 21 months

44.2 56.3:32.0 3:3 169.2/69.0 23.3 28 9.5 5.2 5092.7 5 4 13.2 months

Hct, hematocrit; wt, weight; HgbS, hemoglobin S; pre-HgbS, mean and range is provided; RCE, automated red cell exchange. Target Hct and HgbS represent those expected at completion

of RCE. Results represent mean/patient with range provided in parenthesis. Ferritin measurements are provided with normal range on top. For patients who had autopsies findings were

consistent with end-stage renal disease, liver hemosiderosis, encephalopathy, myocardial infarction, diffuse intravascular coagulation and acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Results

A total of 6 patients of 11 treated with chronic RCE for

iron overload expired during the study period (Table 1). Patients

were 3 females and 3 males with mean age of 44.2 years

(range 30–67). Females were older at time of death (mean 56.3

years) compared to males (mean 32.0 years). An analysis of

patients who expired showed that their pre-RCE HgbS were

an average of 9.5% (range 2–20%). Patients received between 4

and 7 RBC units every 4–5 weeks with a target HCT of 28%,

average target HgbS of 5.2% (range 1–10%). Overall patients

who expired had poor tolerance to iron chelation. Serum

ferritin measured toward the end of patients’ lives was high

(mean 5092.7 µg/L). Functional studies including iron-related

imaging were not performed in the patients. The 6 patients

who expired participated in the chronic RCE program for a

mean duration of 13.2 months (range 2–21 months) and were

compliant with scheduled exchanges. Patients died of cardiac

complications, multiorgan failure, end stage renal and liver

disease despite treatment adherence and maintenance of low

HgbS concentration.

Discussion

In our chronic RCE program, over half of patients

treated for iron overload expired secondary to long-standing

complications. Previous studies found that sudden death due

to cardiac failure is the most common adverse event of

chronic transfusions and results from chronic deposition of

excess iron within the heart (9). Our data concur with these

findings as all of the six expired patients died of cardiac

complications with underlying multiorgan failure. Additionally,

all 6 of the expired patients demonstrated chronic low pre-

RCE HgbS concentration suggesting some degree of impaired

RBC synthesis. Although conditions of excess iron such as

hemochromatosis have been noted as a risk factor for anemia,

the exact relationship between the two is still not completely

understood (10). Furthermore, even though iron overload most

commonly affect liver, heart, and endocrine systems, damage

to organs related to hematopoiesis such as the kidneys can

also occur (11). Regardless of the etiology for the low pre-RCE

HgbS levels, the benefits of RCE in these patients is primarily

improving patients’ anemia while remaining iron neutral since

HgbS at baseline was low. Finally, since RCE does not help

actively remove excess iron, our results support reports that

indicate that once iron is deposited in tissues the damage is often

irreversible (12).

In the literature, data looking at adults treated via automated

RCE for iron overload is mostly lacking. We present our

experience which suggests a need for much larger studies

with greater patients numbers to determine the benefit that

RCE has in these patients. It would appear that stronger

preventative measures, and earlier intervention against iron

overload are more important to improve long-term survival

of SCD patients. Although RCE can help slow iron overload-

induced organ damage and prevent further iron deposition

(8, 13), our data suggests that once sufficient organ damage has

occurred, RCE may not have as much potency in improving

patients’ survival.
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